BUSINESS READY, BUSINESS FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS TECHNOLOGY PUTS COMMUNICATION AND INTELLIGENCE AT THE HEART OF SAFETY, SECURITY AND PRODUCTIVITY
TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS

For any business, three factors are critical: communication, safety and security. Being able to talk to the people you need when you need them, reacting quickly to incidents, and seeing the bigger picture in your organisation makes the difference between average and exceptional performance. Getting the technology in place to enable these factors is fundamental to success.

GET CONNECTED. BE SAFE. STAY SECURE.

TWO-WAY RADIO ALLOWS INSTANTANEOUS EXCHANGES BETWEEN GROUPS

ACCESSORIES CUSTOMISE EACH DEVICE TO THE INDIVIDUAL USER

INTELLIGENT APPS HELP MANAGE PROCESSES AND WORKFLOWS
VERSATILE. FLEXIBLE. INDIVIDUAL.

With over 90 years of experience working with businesses and public safety organisations, we know that every company has its own unique challenges and objectives. All our solutions are designed to be tailored to individual requirements, ensuring your workforce is supported whenever and wherever needed.
ENABLING REAL-TIME GROUP COMMUNICATIONS

One of the most important challenges facing any organisation is keeping staff connected and informed.

The fastest way to communicate is by voice and the most effective device for doing that is the two-way radio, a technology Motorola Solutions has pioneered for decades. Our range of analogue and digital radios provide instant group communications at the push of a button and are designed to the highest specifications with outstanding range, battery life and clarity. We support the most widely used radio technologies and offer a broad portfolio including small and discreet or tough and ATEX certified portables, in-vehicle and control room mobiles and supporting base station and repeater infrastructure.

Whether you require a couple of radios or a fleet of thousands, our range is broad enough to ensure you get exactly the right device for your needs at a price your budget allows for.
MOTOTRBO™ RADIOS
A popular choice for business with combined voice and data communication capabilities:

• Improved coverage and performance for greater team collaboration
• Backed up by the industry’s largest collection of data applications
• Meet DMR Tier II and Tier III standards, with additional features for advanced functionality

UNLICENSED BUSINESS RADIOS
Simple, short-range two-way radios for smaller organisations:

• Help your teams coordinate quickly to meet customer needs or unexpected situations
• Communicate better with features like push-to-talk and VOX for hands-free operation
• Meet PMR446 requirements so do not require a license to operate or use

TETRA RADIOS
Advanced systems delivering high levels of reliability and resilience:

• Support high volume of calls
• Advanced security and authentication prevent unauthorised use of the system
• Meet TETRA standards for superior functionality and interoperability

EXTENDING THE FLOW OF INFORMATION WITH APPS FOR BUSINESS
Get the most out of your digital radio technology and optimise your investment by extending functionality beyond just voice communications with data applications. Motorola Solutions works with an extensive network of expert Application Developers to provide the industry’s largest selection of business-focused apps for MOTOTRBO and TETRA radios so you can choose the right solution to meet your business challenges.
Our WAVE Push-to-Talk (PTT) over broadband solution is a cloud-based service that unifies people using radios, smartphones, tablets and laptops wherever they are. Download the WAVE Mobile App to your device or use the dedicated WAVE TLK 100 radio to connect everyone to a single communications platform, where they can all talk and send text messages, photos, videos or files at the push of a button. Also known as PoC (PTT over cellular), this converged platform speeds up the time it takes to share information and get tasks done.
TRANSFORMING THE WAY YOUR TEAMS WORK

WAVE boosts efficiency, whatever industry you work in:

- Inform drivers of traffic problems
- Mobilise security at the push of a button
- Communicate schedule changes to production line

**WAVE TWO-WAY RADIO**

Combine the broad coverage of a nationwide cellular network with the ease of two-way radio communications with the rugged TLK 100. Loud, clear audio and location tracking in a compact, rugged form factor with simple user controls makes communication instant and managing calls easy.
FULL SECURITY SOLUTION FOR FRONTLINE WORKERS

Our Body Worn Camera Solutions are designed to protect front-line workers and help maintain a high standard of professionalism.

They can increase the wearers’ safety, helping to diffuse aggressive and threatening behaviour whilst capturing evidential quality footage. They also provide a record of events that can be used to prove defined activities have been undertaken as required. Our video software enables captured footage to be efficiently managed, including redaction and snipping without compromising the integrity of the original video.

Body Worn Cameras help frontline personnel stay safe:

- Provide security guards with a source of evidence
- Keep healthcare providers safe at work
- Protect retail staff from verbal or physical abuse
- Prove delivery drivers have correctly delivered consignments
THE WIDER PICTURE

Safety is a major benefit of Body Worn Cameras but not the only one. By capturing evidence-ready video and audio footage, you can prosecute more easily, calm situations and even prevent incidents happening in the first place. Our body worn camera solutions can be integrated with an existing CCTV network to provide a unified system with mobile and static cameras giving a fuller view of the situation. Video can be live streamed over Wi-Fi to enable real-time evaluation and quicker, more effective handling of incidents, saving time and expense. And because footage can be shared without having to return to base, workers spend more time working and less time in transit, boosting their productivity.
DETECT. VERIFY. ACT.

Your business property and assets are precious so it makes sense to protect them.

Our Video Security and Analytics solutions are ideal for all kinds of organisations:

- Monitor safety on the production line
- Spot crowd behaviour issues at sports events
- Quickly identify and deal with suspect packages
- Protect stores from break-ins

Video Security and Analytics help you see what's happening inside and outside your organisation. With high-resolution cameras that have the intelligence you need to make sense of what you're seeing, you can keep an eye on the areas and events that matter most. You’ll get the right information at the right time so you can spot incidents quickly, verify them and act decisively.

Supported by video management software that utilises AI technology, Appearance Search technology that quickly locates a specific person or vehicle, and self-learning video analytics, the system provides a smart and powerful way to protect your business.
ENHANCING SAFETY, SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY

Intuitive and easy to use with simple workstation management and remote viewing from any device, our solutions make it easy to monitor safety, security and operational efficiency. See how your teams are working and identify areas of improvement. Keep track of lone workers to make sure everyone stays safe and is able to detect and react faster to incidents.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS: YOUR COMMUNICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

With a wide variety of solutions available, all tried and tested to work seamlessly across a range of industries, we can make a real difference to your efficiency, productivity and safety. Over 90 years experience of innovating to meet business requirements has enabled us to develop a portfolio of products and services that can be tailored to your needs. Contact us to find out how we can take your organisation to the next level.
To learn more, visit: [www.motorolasolutions.com](http://www.motorolasolutions.com)

Phone: 0800 731 3496 (UK) or +44 207 019 0461 (outside the UK)

Email: presales.info@motorolasolutions.com